Chronic poly-drug administration damages adult mouse brain neural stem cells.
Cocaine and ethanol are two commonly co-abused substances; however, the neuropathology following chronic dual consumption is poorly understood. Neural stem cells (NSCs) are a subpopulation of cells within the adult brain that are integral to brain maintenance and repair making them an appealing target to reverse neurodegeneration associated with abused substances. Yet, knowledge about NSC response to chronic poly-drug administration of ethanol and cocaine is minimal. Here, we developed a novel chronic poly-drug administration paradigm of ethanol and cocaine using a transgenic mouse model to trace endogenous NSC survival and differentiation in three brain regions from both male and female mice. We report significant and distinct patterns of NSC survival and differentiation among brain regions, as well as between sexes. Additionally, poly-drug administration had synergistic effects on NSC survival. Altered cognitive and hedonic behaviors were also observed, however the extent of these behavioral changes was not proportional to the NSC changes. With this mouse model we can effectively examine cognitive and behavioral changes and correlate them with pathological changes in the brain in response to chronic poly-drug administration, which is of great value in understanding the progression of neurodegeneration in polysubstance use disorders and evaluation potential therapeutics on neuroregeneration.